
In this issue....a pollinators special

Pollinator service providers
There is quite rightly a lot of recent publicity concerning the
decline of pollinators. The term “pollinator services” or
“ecosystem services” are quickly becoming buzzwords, if
you pardon the pun. However there is a strong bias of
publicity towards honeybees (Apis mellifera) with some
more considered attention paid to bumblebees (Bombus
species). The problem with this bias of reporting is that it
leads to a perception that it is these (specifically the
honeybees) that are the dominant or most important
service providers to our crops.
Honeybees are extensively used commercially to pollinate
crops and generate income through honey production.
Huge numbers of honeybees are required to pollinate
crops such as strawberries, blackcurrants, apples and
other fruits. What is rarely reported however is that our
native bees (honeybees may not have been native to the
UK), lots of flies and beetles are in fact muchmore efficient
at pollinating than honeybees with unfortunately many of
the 250 or so bee species in decline, some seriously.

The solitary bee Dasypoda hirtipes
- a very messy forager

So why are native bees better than honeybees?
This isn’t a black andwhite issue and I don’t propose to discuss all the facets of ecosystem services,
crop pollination and honeybees here but simply pick out the salient issue of pollinator importance.
Honeybees are a useful tool as they can be bought, managed, conveniently housed and moved
around the landscape as required. The problem with the honeybee is that it is a very neat and tidy
animal,withamildcaseofOCD if youwill. Theygatherpollenveryefficiently into their pollenbaskets,
rarely spilling a grain from flower to flower. Much of our native fauna however are often completely
the opposite. They are messy, untidy foragers and with their poor table manners spill pollen all over
their body. But, it is this that makes them fabulous pollinators with some species being up to 3001
times more effective pollinators than honeybees. When they visit a flower they leave bits of pollen
behind from one flower and pick up more pollen to spread to other flowers.
1Thomson, J.D., and Goodall, K (2001) Pollen removal and deposition by honeybee and bumblebee visitors to
apple and almond flowers. Journal of Applied Ecology. 38, 1032-1044

Honeybeesarealso largely ineffectiveat pollinating certain typesof flower. For example they cannot
pollinate tomato crops efficiently as the flowers require larger bees that can “buzz pollinate” – this
is done by bumblebees, both commercial and native forms.
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Encouraging native pollinators
There are lots of ways to create a more pollinator friendly
landscape. Creating flower abundant avenues, headlands
and margins to land will greatly increase the value of the land
to pollinators. Linear pathways such hedgerows also need to
be included to help pollinators get to the flowery patches
Some flowers though aremore useful than others and it is this
aspect that requires some thought when mitigating or
compensating for the benefit of flower-foraging invertebrates.
The amount of flowers required too should also not be
underestimated. The modern landscape is largely devoid of
flower-rich meadows and pastures to the point that we now
have a distorted view of flower abundances. Here is Porton
Down SSSI in Wiltshire. It is an exceptional place, but does
give us an idea of the kinds of sights that we have lost across
much of the UK landscape and the levels of abundance to
whichwe need to get close to wherever we can. Incorporating
these rich, super abundances of flowers into development
schemes is not too difficult and the visual display this density
generates should alone be enough to justify the effort.

Complimenting the flowers
To encourage pollinators back and bolster local populations, it is not only the flowers that need to be
provided.Thepollinatorsneedsomewhere to live.Often this is very straightforward. For encouraging
native pollinators into crops, the retention of grassy margins helps pollinating bumblebees, flies and
beetles and tractor ruts or small areas of bare ground in a sunny situation will benefit solitary mining
bees. In the right situation hundreds, if not thousands can occupy a suitable piece of ground.
Some solitary bees are stem-nesters, that is to say theymake nests in deadwood, hollowed out pithy
stemmed plants and even old railway sleepers. These again are easy to include, positioned in sunny
situations along the edges of crops, developments or orchards as posts with holes drilled into them.
You can also buy ready prepared bee houses and hang them on to buildings, trees or fences in the
same way as you would help local bat populations or breeding birds. These are simple, easy and
pragmatic solutions to helping local populations of bees. More significant solutions obviously need
undertaking, but through education and promotion of the correct feature for the correct locality, same
piecemeal steps can make an overwhelming difference.
Please contact Andy Jukes at andy@conopsentomology.co.uk if you would like to discuss
this or any potenital invertebrate survey contracts.

Other crops such as apples are pollinatedmuchmore successfully bymasonbees (Osmia species)
and in fact in southern Europe, species of Osmia are even referred to as “orchard bees”, such is
their affinity to the apple and almond orchards.
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